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Explanation of Numerical Tables of Catalog 	 c '
1. Ordinal number of measurement-.	 Ott
t
2. Moscow time in hours and minutes.
	 Moments of `time rounded off to even minutes
, in correspondence with time scale of standard magnetograms (20 mm-60 min).
a S. Height h, at which measurement was performed, in kilometers.
4-5. Geographical coordinates to 0.01°.
	 North and south latitudes distinguished
r♦ 	 4,
by sign, longitude, from Greenwich; always east.
6. Measured value of intensity modulus T in gammas.
7. Theoretical (calculated) values of intensity modulus in gammas.
B. Difference AT = Tmeas	 Ttheor in gammas.
For technical reasons, processing of the experimental material was done first
for measurements made by the first instrument, then by the second.
	 360 measurements*
were put in the machine simultaneously.
	 In order to simplify composition of the over-
all numeration of the catalog, the numbers were given in the following order; ' .
~360 measurements by the first instrument, then —360 measurements, covering the same,
interval of trajectory and time, by the second instrument.
	 Subsequently, the next
numbers were assigned for the next segment of the trajectory by the first instrument,;
etc.	 Changes of instruments and dates are indicated.
	 The distribution of ordinal
numbers by instruments is given before the numerical tables in each portion of the
catalog, A ♦
Column 8 shows the difference between T
	 ,and T	 It was produced using -
t.
♦ 	 ^,meas	 .	 theor
"	 values of T	 and Twhich had not been rounded off, and may differ by one ganvnameas	 th_eor a
from the data produced directly from the catalog.
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